
Spence Children's Anxiety Scale - Child 
Report 

 

Child's Name: ___________________________________ Date of Birth: _____________

Assessment Date: ________________________________________________________

Anxiety Symptoms:

1. Separation Anxiety: 

2. Social Anxiety: 

3. Panic/Agoraphobia: 

4. Physical Injury Fears: 

5. Obsessive-Compulsive Symptoms: 

6. Generalized Anxiety: 

7. Total Anxiety Score: 

Interpretation:

Based on the responses, the Spence Children's Anxiety Scale indicates the following:

Separation Anxiety: 

Social Anxiety: 

Panic/Agoraphobia: 

Physical Injury Fears: 

Obsessive-Compulsive Symptoms: 

Generalized Anxiety: 

Total Anxiety Score: 

Recommendations:

Based on the assessment results, the following recommendations are suggested:


	s Name: Emily Johnson
	Date of Birth: 05/12/2010
	Assessment Date: 08/08/2023
	Text4: 
	0: 
	0: Moderate
	1: Emily displays moderate symptoms of separation anxiety, which may cause distress when separated from significant individuals.

	1: 
	0: Mild
	1: Emily exhibits mild social anxiety, displaying some discomfort in social situations but able to engage with others.

	2: 
	0: Absent
	1: There are no signs of panic or agoraphobia in Emily's responses.

	3: 
	0: Severe
	1: Emily experiences severe physical injury fears, which may impact her daily activities and cause significant distress.

	4: 
	0: Mild
	1: Emily shows mild obsessive-compulsive symptoms, displaying some repetitive behaviors or thoughts.

	5: 
	0: Moderate
	1: Emily demonstrates moderate levels of generalized anxiety, experiencing worry and apprehension across various aspects of life.

	6: 
	0: 18
	1: Emily's total anxiety score is 18, indicating the presence of moderate anxiety symptoms.


	Text5: Consultation with a mental health professional to further evaluate and address Emily's anxiety symptoms, particularly regarding separation anxiety, physical injury fears, and generalized anxiety.

Psychoeducation for both Emily and her caregivers on anxiety management strategies, such as relaxation techniques and cognitive-behavioral coping skills.

Referral to appropriate therapeutic interventions, such as play therapy or exposure therapy, to address specific anxiety symptoms.

Collaboration with Emily's school to implement accommodations or modifications that support her emotional well-being, such as a designated safe space or a buddy system.

Regular monitoring and reassessment of Emily's anxiety symptoms to track progress and identify any changes or additional needs.


